
ur Civic Society was formed in 
June 1961 and we are proud and 
delighted that over this period we

have contributed to maintaining and
enhancing the heritage of our beautiful city.
Looking back through some of our old
newsletters we have had some notable
successes, such as our contribution to saving
the Odyssey. But some things don’t change
and litter and waste were a concern then just
as now. We plan to continue for at least the
next 60 years but we want to do something
to mark our 60th anniversary – one of the
oldest Civic Societies in the country.
One of the ways in which we want to

celebrate is to use some of our reserves to
help fund a range of projects that will look
after and care for the St Albans environment
(either built or natural) or provide an
amenity for residents to enjoy. We are
making available £100 for each of our 
60 years – a total of £6000.

Our Society is currently reached out to
Residents’ Associations, schools and other
community groups to invite them to think
about making an application. We are all
increasingly aware of the value to mental and
physical health of trees and other greenery
as well as the very positive impact that
increased greenery has on our climate. So,
applications for schemes that will improve
our natural environment and increase the
enjoyment of living in St Albans will be
particularly welcome.
The only critical criteria for the projects

are that they must meet one or more of
our charitable objectives, of which the
most relevant for this purpose is “To
encourage the preservation, development
and improvement of the features that
contribute to pleasing and convenient
conditions in which to live”. This should
give lots of scope to develop imaginative
and worthwhile schemes. 
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If you or someone you know would like
to apply, you have until the end of December
to make your application, so please start
thinking now. The Trustees will consider all
applications and make decisions and issue
grants in early 2022. Full details and
application forms are on our website,
https//www.stalbanscivicsociety.com and if
you have any questions please contact
chair@stalbanscivicsociety.com. 
Please help us
celebrate our 
60 years and add
to the beauty
and facilities of
our glorious city. 

Freda Chaloner

he Awards Advisory Group had a 
little more work on their hands this
year as the Society’s Awards Scheme

covered projects completed in both 
2019 and 2020. 
With a keen eye out for imaginative

development and design initiatives that
contributed to the preservation and
enhancement of the character of our fair
city, and which achieved the highest
standards of architecture, planning,
landscaping and civic design, the Awards
rewarded cutting-edge modern design, a
highly-sympathetic augmentation to the
historic Grade One listed Cathedral and

This year’s
Awards Scheme
winners

gave recognition for new buildings designed
to fit seamlessly into their neighbourhood. 
The evening celebration took place at

the Maltings Arts Theatre at the beginning
of October and was well attended by

Society members and the clients, architects
and builders of the short-listed projects. 

You will find full coverage of the Awards in
a special supplement on pages 5 and 6.

Mayor Edgar Hill presents the award for Highly Commended in the Residential category
to Oak Tree Gardens (clients SADC)
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lluminated manuscripts as an art form 
are generally little known to most of us.
Yet more books survive from the medi-

aeval period than any other artistic medium.
We tend to think of mediaeval manuscripts

as primarily historical sources, but they are
also often fine works of art through their
illuminations, which can be highly decorative.
In an essentially illiterate era such art

work both increased the value of the manu-
scripts and, importantly, their chances of
preservation. Intriguing for us today are the
margins which were often annotated with
comments and notes, giving us fascinating
insights into the authors’ and copyists’
thoughts. 
Most western mediaeval manuscripts were

produced in monastic scriptoriums, the
content reflecting Christian stories and
practices.
Monastery libraries housed collections

of these hand-written manuscripts which
were crucial repositories of knowledge. 
Due to St Albans Abbey’s status as the

burial place of the first British martyr

The Chroniclers of History

Confounding planning anomaly 

whose tomb attracted large numbers of
pilgrims, and its proximity to London
which resulted in much royal patronage,
the scriptorium produced a considerable
number of high-quality manuscripts.
With the dissolution of the monasteries,

however, the Abbey was closed in December
1539 and its library dispersed. Happily, an
estimated150manuscriptsarestill inexistence.
Some of those manuscripts were brought
together again for this major exhibition. 
One of the stars of the show was of course

Matthew Paris who studied at St Albans
School before becoming a Benedictine
monk at the Abbey in 1217. Not only was
he an opinionated chronicler but also a fine
artist and cartographer. His Chronica
Maiora is an important historical source,
especially for the years 1235 and 1259. 
Although this was an important exhibition,

it was also challenging as the low lighting
required to preserve the manuscripts and
their small scale were demanding on the
viewer. However, it was also an immensely
rewarding experience. The explanation

I
Our President gives his thoughts following the recent 
major exhibition at St Albans Museum+Gallery

ack in January this year, mixed 
messages were coming from 
Government about proposals for

the planning system. Robert Jenrick, then
Housing Secretary, announced that ‘beauty’
would become specifically included in new
planning legislation. This, he said, would
enable local people to ‘set the rules for
what developments in their area should
look like, ensuring that they reflect and
enhance their surroundings and preserve
our local character and identity.’ Thus,
would-be developers would have to adapt
their plans to local needs and not force
things onto people. 
There was more, Government proposed

the introduction of national design codes.
The aim was for places where people ‘can
lead happy, healthy and connected lives.’ 
Would all this happen? For, as Crispin

Truman chief executive of the countryside
charity CPRE pointed out, there were other
proposals afoot in the White Paper ‘which
would side-line local voices and effectively
halve democratic input in the planning
process, inevitably worsening the quality of
design.’

B Who or what could we believe? I asked
back then. What we do know is how things
are working now. And it is not so good. 
Our locally-elected planning committee

councillors consider numerous applications,
as do council officers when using delegated
powers, and both sometimes turn down plans
theydeeminappropriateonbehalfof residents.
But what happens after that? The devel-

oper or applicant uses their right to appeal,
which is a very one-sided facility, as objectors
have no such recourse. Along comes some
government planning inspector, often over-
turning the decision and granting the appeal.
So often has this happened that Council

and Councillors can become reluctant to
refuse because of the cost of any appeal. This
is perhaps understandable in these cash-
conscious times. But it is open to possible
exploitation by a determined applicant.
Eight months later and our fears are

being realised. In a matter of months, a
Planning Inspector overturned our
Planning Councillors’ decision to refuse 
a development plan by Gatsby Retail Ltd,
who appealed, for 61-65 St Peter’s Street –
the former Holland and Barrett store

(currently an Emmaus shop) and adjacent
shops - which was also objected to by the
Society. The plan can now go ahead.
Thus, the proposed fifth storey will

compromise the city’s historic and hitherto
protected skyline, not to mention concern
over the actual design.
Mr Jenrick has been superseded by

Michael Gove to try and see through the
Government’s latest planning reforms. He
is proposing that neighbourhood planning
should decide on what should be built and
on the appearance of new developments
allowing the locals to decide. He will also
need to have words with those Planning
Inspectors otherwise it is all a sham and
history will simply repeat itself. 

Eric Roberts

panels were very informative and the
displayed manuscripts both remarkable and
often beautiful. Videos on manuscript
making were provided, as were child-friendly
activities with puzzles and drawing exercises.
This excellent show went a long way

towards fulfilling the original promise of
world class exhibitions for this space.

Tim Boatswain

King Offa and his gift of the monastery of
St Albans from the Book of Benefactors.
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Rain-soaked but undampened, 
our trip to Tunbridge Wells 

At the beginning of October we enjoyed
our first coach trip since Covid 
lockdowns. Sadly, the weather

hadn’t received the message and 44 of us
assembled at Chime Square under a
threatening sky, ready with raincoats and
umbrellas. Dark clouds accompanied us to
Tunbridge Wells, only to open up precisely as
we arrived at the south end of the Pantiles.
We scurried for cover and a welcome drink
before the arrival of our intrepid guides from
the Royal Tunbridge Wells Civic Society. 
The town’s story really began with the

discovery of the Chalybeate spring in 1606,
and the claim that the water’s medicinal
properties “made the lean fat and the fat
lean”. Royalty was induced to visit, subse-
quently resulting in early construction of the
church of King Charles the Martyr in 1684,
with its impressive plasterwork ceilings. 
Fashionable society flocked to the town in

the eighteenth century particularly during
the residency of Beau Nash from 1736 to
1761. Queen Victoria also came and the
town’s Royal title was granted by Edward VII
in 1909. The charm of the Pantiles rests on
its colonnade, variegated upper storeys and
bays, a spine of mature trees, and bandstand.
Only a few original ‘pan tiles’ paving
remain, in a wall. Narrow streets meander
northwards uphill and are striking for the
variety of hidden corners, independent
shops, cafés, bars and restaurants. 
The tour was delightful despite the rain,

but exploration of the resplendent 19th
century architecture was curtailed for lunch
in the dry. In the afternoon we departed
north-westwards along narrow lanes through

thickly wooded Kentish countryside. Finally,
rounding the corner at the (renamed) King
Henry VIII pub, we were at Hever. Umbrellas
to the fore we dashed through pelting rain
to the castle.
Hever Castle, notable for its connection

with Anne Boleyn, is a square, compact,
moated castle built in 1271. In the 15th and
16th centuries it was the home of the Boleyn
(Bullen) family, who built their Tudor home
within the original walls. On their demise
Henry VIII gave it to his fourth wife, Anne of
Cleves. For almost 100 years after she died in
1557 it was owned by the Waldegrave family,
who had to keep their Catholic and Jacobean
sympathies quiet. In 1903 it was acquired in a
semi-derelict state by William Waldorf Astor.
He lavishly renovated the castle, extending
and landscaping the grounds.
Much of what we see today is the result of

careful work with his architect F L Pearson.
That it appears so authentic is a credit to
their sensibility and taste in restoration,
furnishing and fitting out. The Gatehouse,

Long Gallery, Anne Boleyn’s Bedroom and
Henry VIII’s Bedchamber retain most of
the original. There is a fine collection of
Tudor portraits, including those of Henry’s
six wives and, most movingly, Anne Boleyn’s
Book of Hours with her handwritten
inscription and signature. We made our
way via dripping loggias and pergolas to
the Guthrie Pavilion, beside the lake, for
delicious tea and scones. 
A planned tour of the gardens was

regrettably abandoned and a return under
more clement conditions would be desirable
to experience delights we had only glimpsed
through a veil of raindrops. But our spirits
remained high and our sincerest thanks go
to Valerie Shrimplin for a fascinating and
well organised trip. 

Peter Denney and Robert Pankhurst

ur Charter Market was officially 
created by a Royal Charter in 1553
but has been documented since

the 9th Century. It is a vital and important
part of our City’s Heritage and must be
preserved and enhanced. Covid 19 inevitably
meant that the normal running of the market
had to be changed but as you know there
has been a growing level of concern both
about the number of market stalls, resulting
in fewer visitors to the market which in turn
leads to even fewer stalls and a potential
negative spiral to unsustainability.
As you will know there has been a huge

amount of publicity and concern expressed
both for the future of the market and what

appeared to be decisions made without full
consultation. The encouraging part of all of
this is the overwhelming commitment of all
parties to the future of the market. A cross-
party Markets – Task and Finish Group,
chaired by Cllr Robert Donald, has now been
set up and an open virtual meeting was held
on 28th September. We were invited to speak
either in favour of stalls or gazebos and we
did speak, though we made it clear that we
thought that the issue was far broader than a
binary one of stalls v gazebos. There needed
to be a full appraisal, with costings, of all
options followed by meaningful consultation.
The Society was also invited to put

forward one member to speak in favour of

stalls and one in favour of gazebos. Thank
you to those of you who responded to our
email with your thoughts and to the member
who spoke in favour of stalls. Interestingly
no-one offered to speak in favour of gazebos.
There was a wide range of speakers at the
meeting, including stall holders, shop
representatives and a professional market
manager. The webcast is still available on the
Council’s website – please view it if you can
as it is interesting and it does provide
encouragement that this review is being
approached in a collaborative and open-
minded way. The challenge of course is for it
to continue and finish in this way.
The aim is for the task and Finish Group

to reach conclusions by November and we
are continuing to engage with Councillors

St Albans Charter Market

O

Continued on the next page
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St Albans Civic Society is a Registered Charity No. 200330. The articles in this newsletter express the views of the individual contributors and should not be taken as necessarily giving the
policy or opinion of the St. Albans Civic Society. The Society welcomes contributions from members and readers. Designed by Roy Bellamy.

A 
Membership Matters
To join or renew membership
Subscriptions remain unchanged and are
renewable on 1 April each year.

lndividual  £10
Family (2 or more) £15
Pensioner/Student/Unwaged £7
Residents’ Association Free
Corporate  £50

To join or check payment details please see
the website or contact the Membership
Secretary, Jan Cropper, 
tel: 01727 844363 or email
membership@stalbanscivicsociety.com or
post to 7 Upton Avenue, St Albans AL3 5EW

The Society acknowledges with
gratitude the support from the
following Corporate Members:

� Austin Trueman Associates
� Christopher Place Shopping Centre
� Debenhams Ottaway
� Milligan Knight Architects
� National Pharmacy Association

In order to avoid any possible confusion or
misunderstanding members are respectfully
asked that, should they be involved in any
meeting or activity where they declare they are a
member of this Society, they make it clear that
their attendance and any opinion expressed
does not automatically represent those of the
Society’s Committee. The Committee can always
be contacted for advice, information and update
on any matter by any member. Equally, the Society
wishes to make it clear that when it is consulted
about any item this should not be automatically
deemed as leading to consent.

Stirling effort

The St Albans Civic Society is 
on Twitter. Follow us at 
@stalbancivicsoc

Meet the new committee
Following the AGM on 9 September 2021,
there are some new and a lot of familiar
faces on the committee.  

Freda Chaloner Chairman
Robert Osborne Secretary
Jon Bulloch Treasurer
Jan Cropper Membership Secretary
Mary Conneely
Peter Newby
Robert Pankhurst
Eric Roberts
Jill Singer

Michael Fookes Co-opted
Fiona Couper Co-opted

t first glance the Goldsmith Street 
Housing scheme in Norwich may 
appear to be a surprising winner

of the Royal Institute of British Architects
2019 Stirling Prize. 
Located in a typical residential neighbour-

hood, it doesn’t shout for attention, but
engages us with its quiet dignity and honed
detail in every aspect of its design. It is the
very first social housing scheme ever to
have won the prize as well as being, at that
time, the largest residential scheme to have
achieved Passivhaus certification for its
outstanding energy efficiency, with running
costs around 70% cheaper than average, a
particular advantage for social housing.
The scheme began life in 2008 as a

winning project (by architects Mikhail Riches
with Cathy Hawley) in an RIBA competition
for the site, which distinguished itself from
most of its competitors by proposing streets
rather than multi-storey housing blocks to
accommodate the 105 dwellings, ranging
from 1-4 bedrooms, required by the brief.
The four rows of seven terraces front onto
two streets, Three-storey flats at the end of
each terrace add emphasis and variety to
the groups. Each house has its own back
garden and a small front garden area with
bin store, and each flat a large balcony. Rear
gardens back onto a private, landscaped,
irregular pathway (ginnel) with a small play
and seating area at its centre. The high
density required by the brief was achieved
by the architects convincing the planners
to accept a distance of only 46 feet
between blocks rather than the usual 69
feet. What might be regarded as a
retrograde step has been made a bonus by
carefully sloping the roofs to maximise

daylight penetration into the scheme and
by careful placing of windows to avoid
overlooking. The resulting humanely-
scaled, cohesive quality of the development
is aided by judicious planting across the
site and by careful retention of small areas
of existing mature landscape.
Owing to the financial crisis development

of the scheme was delayed, in the course of
which Norwich City Council opted for
construction to be to Passivhaus standards.
This has been achieved by using a highly
insulated, timber-frame system, triple-glazed
windows and external doors, with high
specification front doors. Terraces are faced
with light grey brick, with rendering to rear
elevations, around window reveals and to
apron panels, roofs are covered with black-
glazed pantiles, south facing windows have
perforated aluminium brise-soleil, the same
material being used for the bin store doors. 
Internally rooms are spacious and well

proportioned, the upper rooms having the
added interest of sloping ceilings. All services
are fully integrated. Overall, the quality of
materials and finish is most impressive, a
testament to the resourcefulness and
commitment of the architects, as well as
the resolve and enlightened support of the
client and planning team. 
A similar project is now underway in

York, dare one hope that one day our own
cathedral city could become the third
member of that illustrious group of modern
social housing pioneers?

Peter Denny

to discuss and review progress and to
provide input. The Society does not, for
now at least, have a firm view on whether
stalls or gazebos are the right answer – a
full analysis of all options is needed as it is

too simplistic to reduce what is a complex
issue to a simple binary choice. 

If you have any further thoughts 
then please let me have them -
chair@stalbanscivicsociety.com

Freda Chaloner

St Albans Charter Market , continued



15 High Street

Client Peter Dashwood-Connolly

Surveyor Kirsop & Company Ltd

Contractor Point Builders Ltd

St Albans Civic Society 

AWARDS 2019/20 Projects finished between 
01 Jan 2019 – 31 Dec 2020

St Albans Cathedral Welcome Centre 

Client St Albans Cathedral 

Architect Simpson & Brown

Builder Thomas Sinden

The Welcome Centre of St Albans Cathedral
creates a modern, attractive entrance to the
Cathedral, with a shop, visitor information
desk and access to the Chapter House
facilities.
The design is distinctive and fully 

realised by the quality of construction 
and workmanship

This stylish re-fit of a 1970’s house, while
respecting its neighbours, retains a sense of
the original building, bringing it up to date.
The relationship between the new cladding
and the existing facade creates interesting
spaces and the end result is a well designed
and crafted home.

2 Barncroft Way

Client The Batty Family  

Architect Scott Batty Architect

Contractor PDCR Abbots Langley 

Trevelyan Prize 
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Residential Category 
JOINT WINNER JOINT WINNER

HIGHLY 
COMMENDED

Beaumont Gardens 
(Formerly Beaumont Works), Sutton Road 

Client Taylor Wimpey

Architect Saunders and 
John Pardey Architects

Contractor Taylor Wimpey

Beaumont Gardens is the former Beaumont
Works, now Grade II listed and dating from
the beginning of the 20th century. Retaining
the integrity of these elements was key to
this conversion. Overall the scheme created
58 new apartments and has proved a great
success, well received by the local community.

OVERALL WINNER OF THE CIVIC SOCIETY PLAQUE
AND WINNER OF THE TREVELYAN PRIZE 
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15 High Street is in the heart of the Cathedral
Quarter, adjacent to Wax House Gate. The
brick facade of the three storey building,
which is in the traditional Georgian style,
has been very carefully cleaned and
repointed, reflecting the commitment of
the owner to sympathetic conservation.

Oak Tree Gardens Hatfield Road

Client St Albans District Council 

Architect Kirby Cove Architects and
Mark Bell Architects

Contractor Morgan Sindall

Oak Tree Gardens is a new development of ten
distinctive 3 and 4 bedroom town houses in the
St Albans central Conservation Area, converted on the
site of the previous Museum of St Albans and centred
around an ancient oak tree to the rear of the site.

Continued on the next page



Crêpeaffaire  Spencer Street/ Market Place

Client Daniel Spinath

Designer Dover Design

Anew-build housewhich provides a delightful family home. The
stepped building form allows it to sit comfortably with its neigh-
bours and the composition of render, brick and timber external
materials produces an interesting intervention within the street.

AWARDS 2019/20 continued

Nominate now for next year’s awards - projects finished by 31 December 2021

Commercial Category  
WINNER HIGHLY COMMENDED

40-42 London Road

Client Pricketts Ltd

Architect Briffa Phillips

Builder Life Build Ltd

This building has replaced a former
Blockbusters Store and Morrisons Mini-Market.
It is a complete new building, using traditional
forms and materials, and has made great efforts
to link with the neighbouring properties, both
in scale and in its use of materials, giving it a
quiet and assured presence. 

The Old Pumphouse 1a Stonehouse 

Client bubbleHUB (Benn Latham + 
Harry Dougall) 

Architect Align Interior Design and 
Architectural Practice 

Contractor Nick Arigove Developments  

This is a sensitive
renovation of a
former pump house
which provides a
modern co- working
space. Although
modest in size, the
building adds
interest on the main
northern approach
route into the city
with its striking two
storey arched
window which has
been appropriately
upgraded with steel
framed fenestration.

COMMENDED

Books On The Hill Holywell Hill

Client Clare Barrow

A new independent book shop on Holywell
Hill. The green shopfront, leaded toplights and
signage together with the gold lettering have a
timeless quality suited to a shop which was
constructed c1600.

COMMENDED

Flowerbox George Street

Client Zoe Lafberry

The façade of this old George
Street shop has been kept with its
slender glazing mullions and large
glass windows. On the pavement
in addition to the rough wooden
storage boxes for displaying
potted plants and greenery, there
is a floral arbour over the entrance
which enhances the feel of being
in a garden and adds character to
the general streetscape.

COMMENDED

Must Wine George Street

Client Must Wine

A small wine bar and wine merchant
whose black shopfront is very
simple but striking, with the front
window framed in gold giving the
wine bottles on display the appear-
ance that they are precious objects
in a very large picture frame.

COMMENDED

This shop in Market
Place has been
repurposed as a
cafe with some
outside seating on
the pavement in
Spencer Street.
The protected
canopy above the
entrance adds
interest to the
rather plain façade
of a 60’s building
and the dark grey
of the new shop-
front, canopy edge and perimeter beam ties the
whole lower storey together.
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Residential 
Category 
COMMENDED

4a Abbey Avenue 

Client Jim and Sara Phillips  

Architect Peter Baker of Synery Construction

Builder Jon Gomme of SLG Designs  


